HOW TO FILL THE QUESTIONNAIRE
1.) Select eng. from the language options on the upper right corner of the web page before you
login, else you would have to fill the questionnaire in Italian.

Your page should change into English if you choose eng. Note the difference between the two
images shown below.

BEFORE

AFTER

2.) Now you can login using your UNICAM student’s username and password.

Though you’ve chosen eng. you’ll still notice that some of the instructions/informations are still in Italian.
You can help yourself with a dictionary or a translator BUT those phrases won’t influence in anyway the
filling of the questionnaire so perhaps you could ignore them.

3.) Once you’ve accessed your account click on Courses evaluation questionnaires (bottom of the
page).

This page will be opened.

This is an electronic copy of all your attended courses (with yellow dot).

4.) Click on the red “sheet” showing on the exam you wish to evaluate.
A similar page will open but this time containing just the questionaire (red sheet) of the specific
course you wish to evaluate.

5.) Click on the red “sheet”
Note: In case you change your mind, you can quit the page by simply clicking “Esci”
6.) Click on “nuovo” on the page which appears.

Before you can be allowed to proceed on, you are being asked if you attended more than 50% of the
lectures of this course. This question must be answered.
Thus answer by choosing one of the four options given below:

7.) Then click Avanti to start answering the questionnaire.

8.) Click Avanti when you are done answering the questions.
The page below will open asking you to confirm that you have completed the questionnaire. Click
“conferma” to confirm that you are through or click “modifica” to make changes.

9.) There! This last page confirms that your questionnaire has been filled successfully.

10.) Now click “Esci” to exit

You can notice in the image that I tried filling this questionnaire on four different occasion and all the
four attempts have been documented HOWEVER among these four only the one I completed has a
green dot. So when you are done, verify if the green dot appears. If it doesn’t, then it means your
questionnaire hasn’t been completed.... just like the 3 instances below (with red crossed dots).
11.) Click on “Esci” to go to the next page, which is actually the same as the initial page. The only
difference is that this time the sheet is green (not red anymore) meaning the questionnaire has been
filled.

12.) Click “Esci”. You can notice that the red sheet is now green which means the questionnaire for
that specific course has been done.

NOW you can go ahead and book for your exam!!!

